Atom s y m m q breaking and level coupling in atom-surfare van d a Wads i n k " Photonic crystals (PCS) are fabricated periodic dielectric arrays that employ a combination of Mie scattering from individual elements of the a m y and Bragg seab teiing from the periodic lattice to induct a band stiuctule for photon plopagation that is, in many ways, analogous to electronic bandstruetuxe in a semiconductor. Accoidingly, the photonic dcnsity of states (DOS) in a PC may be diastically modified from that of Gee space. old can therefore fundamentally altel the nature of iadiative emission fiom active matelids embedded in such a aystal. Recent activity in the field has focussed on the ledisation of PCS that inhibit phutou propagation for all t h e e spatial dimensions in the optical repime. However, relatively little sttention has been paid to currently available PCs with such photonic band gaps a t microwave frequencies Thin is despite the Fact that experiments involving radiating dipole antenna in microwar-ayatenu ure cunently fcasible, and would provide U guide for forthcoming optical experiments, along with being of practical interst in theii awn light.
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In mdez t o addres this challenge, we conaider the radiative dynamies of a dipole antenna mbedded in a PC. The antenna is modelled as an initially excited harmonic apeillat01 conpled to a discrete, non-Makouian bath of hslnionic millators that represent the electiomagnetie field modn. Realistic coupling constants based on the natuml (Bloch) modes of the Photonic Qystal are d e l i d . For simple model systems. weU-lmomi iesults such as decay times and emision speetla are repioduced. The fo~malism enables dircct incoiporatioo of photonic band-rtiuetuie computations, pennitting the evaluation of the iadiation characteristics within real PC materials. In particular, we are able to dscribc the dependence of an antenna's radistivc properties on its position within, and its orientation relative to B given PC. Such properties ae also highly relevant to experiments involving the iadiative emision of aetive media in optical PCs. The 1e8ults of this study therefore provlde a basis for antenna design in a microwave PC. and can help interplet remits of, and ~e r~e as a reliable guide for, radistive experiments in both the microwave and optical regimes.
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